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This invention relates generally to apparatus 
for burning liquid fuel and is particularly di 
rected to an improved combustion vessel for an 
oil burner of the hydroxylating type. The pri 
mary object of this invention is to provide a 5 
burner in which the fuel will be consumed with 
out appreciable smoke or carbon formation re 
gardless of the rate of feed of the fuel, within, 
of course, reasonable limits. 
Another object is to provide a burner having 

a combustion vessel so constructed that during 
operation thereof, air will be introduced into the 
lower portion of the combustion vessel and di 
rected into intimate contact with the fuel to 
mingle with the vapors rising therefrom and 
produce a rich hydrocarbon mixture which will 
be converted into a highly conbustible gas when 
additional air, fed into thie upper portion of the 
vessel, is mixed therewith, the air introduced 
into the lower portion of the vessel also serving 
to hasten the flow of vapors upwardly by in 
creasing the pressure in the lower portion of 
the vessel. 
A further object is to provide in such a burner 

a combustion vessel with means for confining 
the primary air in the lower part of the vessel 
for a sufficient length of time to permit it to 
become highly saturated with the fuel vapors 
before rising to the upper part of the vessel and 
becoming diluted with the secondary air. 
A still further object is to provide the primary 

air-confining means of such a burner with one 
or more openings which establish communica 
tion between the upper and lower parts of the 
vessel and so disposing these openings that when 
the burner is in full or high stage operation, all 
the openings will be employed but when a low. 
stage of operation is effected, only one of the 
openings will be employed and the reduced 
amount of vapors held together to prodic 
smokeless, carbon-free flame. . . . . 
Another object is to provide a burner 

acterized by its simplicity of construction, 
omy of manufacture and ease with whi 
burner may be cleaned whenever it may be 
necessary to perform such operation. . . . . 

Still another object is to provide an improved 
combustion vessel with an annular side wall." 
which is provided near the lower portion thereof. ... 
with an outwardly bulging portion so formed as 50 
to provide an outwardly and downwardly in 
clined wall section to receive one or more ports 
through which primary air is introduced to the 
burner, the position and degree of inclination of . 
the wall section Serving to direct the air passing i 
therethrough downwardly into the combustion 
vessel where it will impinge on the fuel and 
cause a rapid and complete vaporization thereof. 

It is also proposed to provide a modified type 
of burner in which a series of circumferentially 60 
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Spaced bulging portions are provided, each hav 
ing the outwardly and downwardly inclined wall 
Section, mentioned above, to receive a port for 
the admission of primary air. 
With these and other objects in view which 

will be evident from the following description 
and the accompanying drawings, the invention 
consists in the novel features of construction 
and arrangement of parts more particularly set 
forth hereafter. 

In the drawings: 
Fig. 1 is a vertical sectional view taken through 

a furnace in which the oil burning apparatus 
comprising the invention has been installed, a 
portion of this apparatus also being illustrated 
in vertical section; 

Fig. 2 is a vertical sectional view taken through 
the combustion vessel and associated mechanism of the oil. burning apparatus; 

Fig. 3 is a detail vertical sectional view through 
a portion of the combustion vessel; 

Fig. 4 is a similar view through a slightly modi 
fied form; 

Fig. 5 is a horizontal sectional view taken 
through the combustion vessel on the plane indi 
cated by the line V-W of Fig. 2; 

Fig. 6 is a detail vertical sectional view taken 
through a slightly modified form of combustion 
vessel; 

Fig. 7 is a horizontal sectional view taken 
through the vessel shown in Fig. 6 on the plane 
indicated by the line VII-VII of Fig. 6; 

Fig. 8 is a vertical sectional view taken through 
: the modified form of combustion vessel shown in Fig. 6. 

Referring more particularly to the drawings, 
the numeral designates the side wall of a fur 
nace or other heating unit to which the oil burn 

sing apparatus is applied. In the space enclosed 
by the wall , the burner 2 6f the apparatus is 
supported in a horizontal position on a bracket 

... placed on the base of the heating unit. A con 
in . . duit extends through the wall to the burner 
the... from exteriorly disposed control and air supply 

eans designated generally by the numeral 5. 
he mechanism 5 includes a motor driven fan 6 
ld fuel flow controlling valve means 7 posi 
oned in the fuel feed line 8 between the source 

is of supply and a conductor 9 which extends 
through the conduit 4 to the combustion vessel 

of the burner. . 
The vessel 0 includes a closed bottom wall if 

and an annular upwardly directed side wall 2 
having a flange 3 at the upper edge which rests on . 
the top wall 4 of the burner. The top wall forms 
a part of the burner housing formed by the side 
Wall 5 and a bottom wall 6. These walls are 
Spaced from the combustion vessel to provide a 
chamber 7 for the reception of air delivered to 
the burner from the fans by the conduit 4. 

  



2 
The upper end of the combustion vessel is open 

and a ring-like member 8 is positioned therein 
to slightly reduce the area of this opening and 
confine the flames to the central portion thereof, 
the inner portion of the ring member extending 
over the edge of the combustion vessel and form 
ing an internal flange therefor. Between the 
upper edge of the wall 2 and the lower portion 
thereof, there are provided a plurality of rows of 
circumferentially Spaced air admitting openings 
9 through which air from the chamber 7 passes 
to the interior of the combustion Wessel. The 
air entering through the ports 9 is secondary 
air which dilutes the fuel vapors rising from the 
lower portion of the combustion vessel to form 
a combustible mixture. 
To assist in forming this combustible mixture, 

the wall 2 below the lowermost row of openings 
19 is, in the first instance illustrated, provided 
with an outwardly directed bead-like bulge 20 
spaced a slight distance above the bottom wall ff. 
The upper edge of the bead-like portion is pro 
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vided with a plurality of ports 2 which, due to 
the angularity of the portion of the wall through 
Which they extend, have their axes directed 25 
downwardly at an angle to the major portion of . 
the wall 2. By reason of this angularity, air 
entering the combustion vessel through these 
ports will be directed into the lower portion of 
the vessel and will impinge the body of oil con 
tained therein. 
Through contact with the oil, the air will pick 
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up vapors therefrom and these vapors will rise 
in the vessel to be converted by the secondary air 
entering through the ports 9 into a combustible 
mixture. To retain the air introduced through 
the ports 2 in the lower portion of the vessel 
for a length of time sufficient to permit it to pick 
up the required amount of oil vapors, a plate-like 
dividing wall 22 is disposed in a horizontal posi 
tion adjacent the bead 20. This plate may be 
Supported in any suitable manner but in the pres 
ent instance has legs 23 for engagement with the 
bottom wall f. The wall 22 in the preferred 
form of the invention is provided with a group of 
riser openings 24 near the central portion thereof 
through which vaporized fuel rises to the upper 
portion of the vessel. 
As disclosed in Figs. 2 and 5, the openings 24. 

are eccentrically arranged, one being disposed 
nearer the fuel entrance. By positioning this 
Opening in such relation to the fuel admitting 
port, the vapors generated when a limited amount 
of fuel is introduced will pass into the upper por 
tion of the vessel through the single opening, 
being, to a certain extent, confined thereby, into 
a single body which will burn without appreciable 
Smoke or carbon formation. When the burner is 
Operating at full capacity, all the openings 24 
will be utilized and the eccentric arrangement 
will then have no effect. 

It is obvious that a single.opening 24 could be 
employed in an eccentric location, it being merely 
necessary to provide a sufficiently large opening 
to satisfy the demands of the burner at full 
capacity. 
As shown in Fig. 2, the plate 22 is disposed 

below the openings 2 and the periphery of the 
plate is Spaced slightly from the wall 2 at the 
bead to permit the air passing through the ports 
2 to enter the portion of the vessel below the 
Wall 22, this wall being disposed in the vessel at 
as low a position as possible without interfering 
With the primary air flowing through the ports 
2. It may be found that some of the oil vapors 
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will flow between the periphery of the wall 22 and 
the wall 2 and, if so, it may be desirable to raise 
the plate 22 a slight distance as shown in Fig. 4 
to position the edge substantially in engagement 
with the side wall 2. By making the plate 22 
Substantially equal in diameter to that of the 
vessel, the escape of air around the periphery of 
the wall will be reduced to a minimum. 
An alternate method of preventing the flow 

of air around the dividing wall is illustrated in 
Figs. 6, 7 and 8. In this form, the wall 2a is 
formed with a plurality of circumferentially 
Spaced outwardly directed bulging portions 24b. 
which include an outwardly and downwardly ex 
tending wall section 25 in which the ports 2a are 
formed. Due to the angularity of the wall sec 
tion 25, air passing through these ports will also 
be directed downwardly into the combustion ves 
sel as indicated by the arrows in Figs. 6 and 8. In 
this form, the dividing wall 22 will have its pe 
riphery in substantial engagement with the side 
wall of the combustion vessel and the fuel vapors will thereby be precluded from passing upwardly 
around the Wall 22 and into the upper portion of 
the burner. It is desirable in these types of burn 
ers to have the vapors flow upwardly in or near 
the central portion thereof. By introducing air 
through the ports 21 or 2a, the pressure in the 
lower portion of the burner beneath the wall 22 is 
slightly elevated and this increased pressure will 
cause a rapid flow of oil bearing air into the 
upper portion of the burner through the open 
ings 24. 
As the heat from the combustion of fuel taking 

place at the top or above the burner also causes 
Vaporization of the liquid fuel in the bottom 
of the burner, a considerable number of riser 
openings 24 may be employed to convey the 
vapors from the lower portion of the burner ves 
sel to the upper portion. To insure a better en 
gagement of the primary air with the fuel, it may 
be found desirable to provide the dividing wall 
22 with an air guiding shield 26 which curves 
downwardly and inwardly and serves to further 
reduce the-space in the vessel below the wall 22. 
As this guiding portion extends downwardly into 
the vessel, the air currents entering through the . 
ports 2 or 2 a will be caused to flow continuously 
downwardly from the ports to the central portion 
of the vessel where they will join and pass up 
Wardly through the center of the vessel in a 
merged stream with the oil vapors. When the 
dividing wall is constructed in this manner, 
tubular sections 27, forming risers for the air-oil 
Vapor mixture, are disposed between the shield 
26 and the plate 22 in registration with the Open 
ings 24 to prevent the vapors from entering the 
Space between the plate and shield. These tubul 
lar sections assist the flow of gases from the lower 
to the upper chamber by functioning in the man 
ner of a chimney. One advantage of this con 
struction is particularly noticed when the burner 
is operating at a low stage of combustion at 
which time the small quantity of oil introduced 
to the vessel vaporizes immediately upon Contact 
ing the bottom wall if and passes upwardly in a . 
single body through the opening disposed in 
closest relationship to the oil entrance. 
When the shield 26 is not employed, the flow 

of vapors through the openings 24 may be facili 
tated by making a portion of the plate 22 around 
each opening substantially cone-shaped as illus 
trated at 28 in Figs. 9 and 10. Due to the incli 
nation of the portions 28, vapors arising from the 
Wall will be guided through the openings in 



an improved manner over that provided by the 
perfectly flat plate. However, the openings are 
spaced a greater distance and divide. the vapors 
passing therethrough when the burner is operat 
ing at high capacity. As a large amount of va 
pors is generated at these times, no undesirable 
effect is experienced by the division of the vapors. 
A considerable improvement results when the 
burner is operating at low capacity since the va 
pors are collected by the conical portion of the 
first or nearest opening to the oil inlet and pass 
through the opening in a single body which has 
a proper mixture to burn without Smoke. 
While the freferred forms of the invention have 

been illustrated in detail, various changes may 
be made in the construction and arrangements of 
parts without departing from the spirit and scope 
of the invention as set forth in the following 
claims. 

. What is claimed is: . 
1. An oil burner comprising a combustion ves 

sel having a closed bottom Wall and an annular 
side wall provided with a plurality of vertically 

a887,088 
provided with spaced perforations, the axes of 
which are angularly disposed with relation to 
said side wall, a stationary horizontally disposed 
plate-like partition mounted in said vessel, said 
partition having a flat upper surface and a con 
vexed lower surface, the outer peripheral por 
tions of said partition being imperforate and 
terminated in spaced relation to the inner wall 
surfaces of said bead and the perforations formed, 

O therein, whereby air entering the vessel through 
Said perforations is directed downwardly without 
obstructed flow into the bottom of the vesselbe 
neath said partition, an oil vapor riser formed in 
the central region of said partition, means for in 
troducing liquid oil into the bottom of said vessel 
below said partition, and means for effecting a 
positive flow of air into said vessel through the 
Openings and perforations formed in the Side Wall 
thereof. w 
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spaced rows of air admitting openings, an out 
wardly projecting bead formed in said side wall in 25 
spaced relation from the bottom wall, the top por 

nation being provided with a plurality of spaced tion of said bead being provided with spaced per 
forations, the axes of which are angularly dis 
posed with relation to said side wall, a horizon 
tally disposed plate formed with an opening near 
its central portion supported within said combus 
tion vessel in a plane immediately below the open 
ings in said bead, means for introducing a liquid 
fuel to said vessel, and means for feeding air into 
said vessel through the openings in said side wall, 
the air passing through the perforations in said 
bead being received within said Wessel beneath 
said horizontal plate. 

2. An oil burner comprising a combustion ves 
sel having a closed bottom wall and an annular 
vertically extending side wall, the latter being pro 
vided with a plurality of vertically spaced rows 
of air-admitting openings, an outwardly project 
ing annular bead formed in said side Wall above 
the bottom wall and below the side wall perfora 
tions of said vessel, the top portion of Said bead 
being provided with spaced perforations, the axes 
of which are angularly disposed with relation to 
the side wall, a horizontally arranged plate po 
sitioned within said vessel and formed with a va 
por outlet opening near its Central portion, the 
outer peripheral portions of said plate being in 
perforate and terminated in spaced relation to 
the inner wall surfaces of said bead and the per 
forations formed therein, whereby to provide an 
annular space around said plate through which 
air entering the vessel through the angularly dis 
posed perforations is directed downwardly with 
out obstructed flow into the bottom of the vessel. 
beneath said plate, means for introducing liquid 
fuel into the bottom of said vessel beneath said 
plate, and means for feeding air into said vessel 
through the openings and perforations formed in 
the side wall thereof. 

3. An oil burner comprising a combustion ves 
sel having a closed bottom wall and an annular 
vertical side wall provided with a plurality of 
vertically spaced rows of air admitting openings, 
an outwardly projecting annular bead formed in 
said side wall above said bottom wall and below 
said openings, the top portion of said bead being 
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4. An oil burner comprising a combustion ves 
sel having a closed bottom wall and an annular 
side Wall provided with a plurality of vertically 
spaced rows of air-admitting openings, an out 
Wardly projecting annular bead formation pro 
vided in Said side Wall above the bottom wall and 
below said openings, the top portion of said for 

air-admitting perforations, the axes of said per 
forations being downwardly and angularly dis 
posed with relation to said side wall, a horizon 
tally arranged plat positioned in said vessel, 
said plate having an imperforate outer portion 
arranged in spaced relation to the inner wall sur 
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faces of said bead formation in which the per 
forations are formed, thereby providing a space 
around the outer edge of said plate through 
which air entering the vessel by the angularly dis 
posed perforations is directed downwardly into 
the botton of the vessel below said plate, means 
for introducing liquid fuel into said vessel, and 
a plurality of vapor outlet openings formed in the 
central region of said plate, one of said last 
named openings being arranged immediately over 
the point of introduction of liquid fuel into said 
Wessel. . 

5. An oil burner comprising a combustion ves 
sel having a closed bottom wall and an annular 
side wall, the latter being provided with a plu 
rality of vertically spaced rows of air-admitting 
openings, an outwardly projecting annularly dis 
posed bead formation provided in said side wall 
in spaced relation from the bottom wall and be 
low said openings, the top portion of said forma 
tion being provided with spaced perforations, the 
axes of which are angularly disposed with rela 
tion to said side Wall, a horizontally disposed 
plate having an imperforate peripheral region 
and a perforate central region, the imperforate 
peripheral region of said plate being terminated 
in spaced relation to the inner Wall surfaces of 
said bead formation to form a space around said 
plate through which air entering the vessel 
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through the angularly disposed perforations is 
directed downwardly without obstructed flow in 
to the bottom of the vessel beneath said plate, 
supports extending upwardly from the bottom of 
the vessel for maintaining the plate in its opera 
tive position, and means for introducing a liquid 
fuel into the bottom of said vessel beneath said 
plate. 

HARODB. DONE. 


